Elective Day - November 6, 2018

7:25 AM - Rick Marcoux called he received a call from a voter who said one of the poll workers had an elephant on her shirt. Rick requested I have Rachel Arsenaux put her jacket on. The elephant was on black shirt and was gold sequin.

approx 12:00 PM - Tabulator malfunctioned ballots would not go through tabulator, screen did not say jammed was still on the counter screen. Check machine didn't appear to be any ballots jammed. Tried to switch to back-up machine but "ender card" would not go through. Called Rick Marouex. He said he will send someone to look at it. During this time voters put their ballots in auxiliary bin.

(approx 12:00 - 12:45) Rick and Frank came. The back-up machine was set up and the ballots from auxiliary bin were put through the machine. Three ballots = over votes put back in auxiliary bin. During this time we explained numerous times to the voters what was happening.
Absentee Update

115 Elizabeth Terr. hours Di Alio
25 Hudson St. Joseph Borelli
107 Matthew Dr. Emery Kullman
81 Mill River Dr. Hannah Bellport
5 Newton St. Jeffrey Dell
219 Reeds Lane Pappas - Fernandez
61 Stiles St. Colin Bitsco
114 Torrey St. Brendan Duffy - already crossed out
194 Walkley Ave Anna Servedio

Unofficial Checkers - Bill Cabral R
- Paula Schmitt R